� G36

english

C a l . 5,56 mm x 45 n at o

light, quick and precise:
the modular G36 family of weapons.
When it‘s your job to be superior, it‘s not enough just to think that you are superior.
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our tradition means consistency.

the story of heckler & koch started in 1949. the de velopment of the g3 and the introduction of
this milestone as the infantry rifle for the german army in 1956 were the first steps on the road
to becoming a we apons manufacturer of e xcellence. even then our str ategy, which has not changed
over the ye ars, was: no compromise .
To be consistent means to accept no compromise throughout our product range. For us, this means using only premium materials, utilising
only the most advanced manufacturing processes, and striving continuously towards innovation. The safety of the user and excellence in
after sales support are central to this philosophy.
This is why our small arms products are the first choice for the military and the police forces of many NATO countries and their allies.
The Heckler & Koch “Weapons Range” philosophy optimises logistics and economics that result in minimum long term cost and maintenance of the product for the customer. Our refusal to compromise in manufacturing and design ensures the maximum durability of the
weapon and results in financial benefits in the long term.
The care and commitment we put into the manufacture of our products is at the centre of our relationship with our customers, employees
and the environment. In this way, we create the basis of our own future as an innovative company.
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Proven, modern, and constantly reliable.

Originally cre ated for the requirements of the German Armed Forces, the G36 continues to set
the standard in the field of assault rifles. Used in a l arge number of countries as a standard
infantry we apon, special forces and securit y forces also swe ar by its constant reliabilit y.

In response to the Federal Republic of Germany‘s changed geopolitical situation and the Armed Forces‘ new role in international operations, the German Army issued its own requirements for a new
assault rifle. For tactical and logistics reasons only a single weapon
type was requested, that would be derived from a “family of weapons”. The design and handling of the weapons were to be identical
within the family. The goal was to minimise the logistics requirements
for procurement and resupply, and to reduce significantly the amount
of time soldiers needed to train with the weapon.
These requirements were not just met, they were exceeded – because
with the G36 gas-operated weapon in calibre 5.56 mm x 45 NATO
Heckler & Koch‘s designers went another step farther. Then revolutionary, it has since become a standard practice in weapons design:
except for the barrel and bolt group, all of the weapons‘s major components such as the receiver, handguard, carrying handle, buttstock
and grip assembly are manufactured from glass fibre reinforced plastic. The benefit of using plastic is ultimately the low overall weight
of the weapon. Furthermore, the slightly roughened plastic provides
an extraordinarily good grip, is corrosion-resistant and makes it possible to touch the weapon components with the hand even at extreme
ambient temperatures.
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The entire G36 family of weapons is based on a modular concept,
which makes it possible to exchange components within the G36
family. The weapon‘s simple design and ease of handling are also
convincing. The G36 can be field-stripped into its main assembly
groups for cleaning and maintenance without the use of tools by
means of three locking pins. Quick, accurate target acquisition and
engagement is possible thanks to the exchangeable carrying handle
with integrated optical sight. It has a folding buttstock, which made
it possible to reduce the overall length of the weapon by about a
third. The G36 remains stable during firing, whether the buttstock is
extended or folded. The weapon can be controlled and held on target
even in sustained fire or in longer bursts. In dust, mud, water, heat,
or cold: thanks to its unique gas system the G36 functions even in
the most unfavourable conditions, always reliably and with no malfunctions.
Thanks to the comprehensive range of accessories, including the
AG36 underbarrel grenade launcher, various trigger groups, carrying
handle and buttstock variants, Picatinny mounting rails, and much
more, users of the G36, the compact G36K, and the ultra-short G36C
can draw on an extensive and above all flexible family of weapons.
The G36: User-oriented with no compromises.
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Custom-tailored solutions for
professionals. A system with many faces.
Thanks to its modul ar design, the G36 family of we apons provides a wide varie t y of possible
configur ations to meet the most demanding requirements – including yours. The facts spe ak for
themselves: the G36 is in service with armies, police forces and special forces worldwide in well
over 100 different variants – e ach just as unique as your fingerprint.

G36
With unrestricted speed and manoeuvrability: The standard assault rifle for dismounted infantry operations. For optimal handling, weight, and rate of fire in close-quarters battle, and for rapid, accurate and penetrating single fire in
long-range combat.

g36k

G36c

Enhanced mobility: The compact version for the unit‘s specialists. Extremely efficient,
with all of the capabilities of an assault rifle at short and medium ranges. Perfect for
use in cramped areas.

The ultra-short weapon: The dimensions of a submachine gun with the terminal ballistics
of the 5.56 mm NATO calibre. Developed for special tactical applications by police and
military elite troops.
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example model: g36C5

example model: g36KV3

example model: g36v
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Simple handling. Simple operation.
Simply professional.
There is hardly any profession where so much is demanded as in the securit y forces of many nations. Stress situations of ten require intuitive action. Intuitive action requires a simple oper ation and handling concept. The G36 offers this and much more – af ter all, it is you that should
control e vents, r ather than having e vents control you.

the barrel

Gas system and bolt group

The unique cold-forged, hard chrome plated barrels from Heckler & Koch are extremely
durable. In the G36, the barrel is screwed to the receiver. The flash hider can be replaced
with the blank firing attachment for training or other purposes. There is a bayonet mount
immediately behind the flash hider in the G36 standard versions.

The G36 fires from the closed bolt. Besides high safety and precision, this ensures reliable function, including extraction and ejection of cartridge cases.

The handguard

The charging handle

The ergonomic handguard surrounds the barrel and the gas operation, and at the same
time protects the rifleman‘s hands from being burned by the hot barrel after extended
shooting. The integrated ventilation slits help to dissipate heat. The front sling swivel
for the carrying sling is simultaneously the axle and locking pin for the bipod of the G36
standard variants. Optional handguard models are available, for example of aluminium,
with or without an MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) fixing point, as is a special handguard for
mounting the AG36 grenade launcher to the G36 standard model and G36K variants.

The charging motion is carried out using the centrally located charging handle, which
can be swivelled to either side. The advantage: This makes the G36 equally easy to use
by right-handed and left-handed riflemen. This handle can be used as a low noise bolt
forward assist in case of heavy fouling or for low-noise loading.
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The magazine

The folding buttstock

The slightly curved detachable box magazine holds 30 cartridges. It is made of impactresistant, transparent plastic, which allows the number of cartridges to be monitored
at all times. Lateral retainers can be used to join several magazines together. This way
more cartridges can be carried on the weapon.

To reduce the G36‘s length, the buttstock can be folded to the right and secured to
the cartridge case deflector. This makes the rifle very compact and easy to handle.
The open-framed design of the stock structure allows shooting with the stock folded.
The ejection port remains free for unobstructed ejection of cartridges. The ergonomic
design of the buttstock plate‘s rubber pad guarantees a secure firing position and outstanding control when shooting.

optical sight reticle pattern
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Carrying handle with sighting device
The carrying handle with the compact dual main battle sight is form-fitted to the receiver The sight consists of two
units. The upper passive reflex (red dot) sight, with a 1:1 image for quick and precise single shots up to a range of
about 200 m, and the lower telescopic sight with a 2x (optionally 1.5x) magnification for precise single shots beyond
200 m. A night vision sight can be mounted on the carrying handle to guarantee full night-fighting capabilities. The
sight picture is reflected directly into the telescopic sight – no special adjustment is required. Alternatively the standard
carrying handle and its integrated optical sight can be exchanged for other carrying handle variants.
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1 Lead mark for firing at targets
moving from left to right at a
speed of approx. 7.5 km/h at 200
meter range
2 Point of aim at 200 meter range
3 Circular reticle (interior diameter
1.75 m man size at 400 meter
range)
4 Lead mark for firing at targets
moving from right to left at a
speed of approx. 7.5 km/h at 200
meter range
5 Horizontal line to determine
whether the weapon is canted
6 Aiming point for targets at
approx. 400 m range
7 Aiming point for targets at
approx. 600 m range
8 Aiming point for targets at
approx. 800 m range
9 Range estimation scale for target
height 1.75 m at range X

trigger groups
SEF Trigger Group
Safe .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . S
Single fire .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . E
Sustained fire . . . . . . . . . F
SF Single Fire Trigger Group
Safe .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Single fire .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
0-1-2 Trigger Group
Safe .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Single fire .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2-round burst fire . . . . . . .
Standard Trigger Group
Safe .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Single fire .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Sustained fire . . . . . . . . .

The grip assembly
The grip assembly houses the trigger mechanism, the bolt catch and the safety. The ambidextrous safety lever is placed
so that it touches the shooter‘s hand in the safe and single fire positions. This way it is possible to sense the setting
not only visually, but also by touch, automatically. The generous dimensions of the trigger guard allow operation of
the trigger even when wearing gloves. When a the magazine is fired empty the bolt group automatically remains in
the rear position, but can be closed manually if necessary by the shooter using the bolt catch lever. There is also the
option of disabling the bolt catch function.

2-Round Burst Fire Trigger Group
Safe .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Single fire .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2-round burst fire . . . . . . .
Sustained fire . . . . . . . . .
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The G36 family of weapons – for missions
that are not always a dry run.
Knowing that the we apon you are c arrying is absolutely reliable is invaluable to anyone who
has a mission to perform. Unpl anned combat oper ations gener ally occur in a r andom and unpredictable manner. In such situations it is not acceptable to have any thing depend on the environment or the condition the we apon is in. At that moment there is only one thing that counts: the
we apon has to function reliably – as reliably as the G36.

Not impaired by water

Not sensitive to dirt

Night combat capable

The G36 is designed so that it is ready to fire immediately
after having been submerged underwater, even when the
barrel still has a column of water in it. Ideally suited for
shooting in maritime environments, and also when the
operational situation leaves no other choice.

The receiver, magazine and action of the G36 are designed
and built in such a way that it will always function reliably
even when heavily fouled, e.g. with sand or mud. Unparalleled: The G36‘s unique gas system permits hardly any
fouling deposits. This prevents malfunctions.

The G36 has unrestricted night combat capability. To
improve visual perception in darkness or twilight the
night vision attachment can be mounted on the carrying handle without the use of tools. The advantage: The
sight picture is reflected directly into the telescopic sight,
allowing accurate shooting at night; no special adjustment is required.

Synergy effect

ag36

Combination with the AG36 add-on grenade launcher turns the G36 into a system with
enhanced capabilities. The add-on grenade launcher can be attached quickly and easily
in place of the handguard, and is ready for action immediately. This gives the G36 additional effectiveness against area and point targets at ranges of up to 350 m.

The AG36 is an add-on grenade launcher for 40 mm x 46 grenades of any length. The
barrel swivels out to the left to allow changing of the cartridge. The mechanical ladder
sight, also optionally available with tritium inserts, can be mounted on either the right
or left side of the add-on grenade launcher. A range scale in 50 m increments provides
estimated target ranges from 50 to 350 m. Additional auxiliary sights can be fitted on
the AG36 using optionally available MIL-STD-1913 (Picatinny) rails.
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Enhanced performance through an
enhanced range of products.
The interpl ay bet ween we apon and accessories is of crucial importance for the functioning of
the over all system. That is why it is most advantageous to e xpand your r ange of c apabilities
with the line of accessories de veloped and manufactured by Heckler & Koch. Your benefit: E very thing from a single source , optimally coordinated.

NSA80 night vision attachment
For unrestricted use even in unfavourable light conditions.

Blank firing attachment/
practice bolt group
For danger-free training of tactical scenarios and strategic
combat operations.

Plastic magazines

bipod
Allows a secure rest and good aiming even on uneven
ground.

Cartridge case collector

Light, transparent, impact-resistant, with a capacity of 30
cartridges. Lateral retainers can be used to join several
magazines together. Specially designed magazines are
also available without retainers.

Magazine loading tool
Simple and quick: Makes it easier to load magazines.
Five cartridges can be fed into the magazine at once.
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Carrying handles

Handguard

User-oriented solution: The various carrying handles can be adapted to all G36 variants
to suit specific requirements.

Handguard variants of plastic for all G36 models. Optionally with or without fixing points
for MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails. The handguard variants are also available in aluminium
versions.

Carrying slings

buttstock

For carrying the weapon comfortably on the body: The multi-purpose carrying sling
and the flexible carrying sling.

The buttstock is available as desired either with an open-framed folding structure in
various lengths, with or without a cheek rest, or as an enclosed telescoping stock that
can be extended or collapsed.

Silencer/flash hider

MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails

The silencers can be mounted on the G36 only in connection with the separately available flash hider. Silencers
with quick-release fasteners are available in normal and
shortened lengths.

Various lengths are available for adapting additional
equipment to the handguard at the 3, 6, and 9 o‘clock
positions.
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Vehicle rack
For securing the G36 inside of vehicles.

technical data
g36

G36K

Calibre

G36C

5.56 mm x 45 NATO

Operating principle

Gas-operated

Bolt system

Rotating bolt
Magazine, 30 rounds

Feed mechanism
Cartridge case ejection

Right

Modes of fire

Single fire/Sustained fire

dimensions
A Length, max.

1002 mm

833 mm

716 mm

B Length, min.

755 mm

613 mm

500 mm

C Width

65 mm

63 mm

63 mm

D Height

323 mm

277 mm

277 mm

E Barrel length1

480 mm

318 mm

228 mm

Weight
Weapon without magazine

approx. 3630 g

approx. 3370 g

approx. 2988 g

Magazine, 30 rounds (empty)

approx. 140 g

approx. 140 g

approx. 140 g

Magazine, 30 rounds (fully charged)2

approx. 510 g

approx. 510 g

approx. 510 g

other data
Trigger pull

40 N

40 N

40 N

Rate of fire

approx. 750 rounds/min.

approx. 750 rounds/min.

approx. 750 rounds/min.

Muzzle velocity -v0-2

approx. 920 m/s

approx. 880 m/s

approx. 750 m/s.

Muzzle energy -E0-2

approx. 1700 J

approx. 1590 J

approx. 1125 J

Barrel profile/twist

Groove/land profile, right-hand twist 178 mm

Sight3

Optical sight, Reflex sight or mechanical sight

notes
Optional: Handguard with threads for attaching MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny-Rails on 3, 6 and 9 o‘clock.

1

Without flash hider / 2 Ammunition SS109 / 3 Different sights can be mounted

Subject to modification

D

E
C

B
A
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technical data
ag36 a1
Calibre

40 mm

Operating principle

Single loader

Bolt system

Breech-loading, break-action barrel

Feed mechanism

Manual

Cartridge case ejection

Manual

Modes of fire

Single fire

Dimensions
A Length

354 mm

B Width1

120 mm

C Height, max.

308 mm

D Height, min.

211 mm

E Barrel length

280 mm

F Sight radius

146 mm

ag36 A1

Weight
Weapon1

approx. 1500 g

other data
Trigger pull

60 ± 10 N

Muzzle velocity -v5-

approx. 75 m/s

Barrel profile/twist

Groove/land profile, right-hand twist 1200 mm
Mechanical ladder sight,
sight steps increasing by 50 m

Sight

notes
Fires 40 mm x 46 ammunition of any length. Adapter for Laser-Light-Module (LLM) on the right-hand side.

1

Inclusive ladder sight and adapter for Laser-Light-Module (LLM)

Subject to modification

F
B

A

C
D

E
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Removable magazine well

Sight

Plastic magazine

Very light and extremely impact-resistant.
Transparent to allow the number of cartridges
to be monitored at all times.

Safety/fire selector lever

Can be operated on either side without
changing the grip position.

Release
lever for the
buttstock

To hold the weapon securely in firing position.

Antislip rubber pad

For carrying the weapon comfortably
on the body.

barrel

Sling swivels for the carrying sling

Carrying handle

Example: Dual main battle sight with 3x optical sight and integrated upper reflex sight. The optics can be
adjusted independently of each other. The sighting device is connected to the carrying handle.

Can be exchanged for optional carrying
handle variants with integrated optical and/or
mechanical sights.

Makes it easier to clean the receiver and
chamber.

Cold-hammered hard chrome plated barrel
for long service life and outstanding shooting
accuracy.

Front sling swivel and bipod mount

Fixing point
for bayonet

G36 gas-operated weapon system

Not sensitive to dirt and always reliable, even
with a large total of rounds fired.

Flash hider

For effective suppression of the muzzle flash.

Buttstock

Bolt group/ejection port

Magazine catch/bolt catch

Can be used on either side.

MIL-STD-1913 Picatinny rails can be attached
at the 3, 6, and 9 o‘clock positions for adaptation of tactical accessories.

Mounting points

Can be used to join several magazines
together without additional magazine clips.

Magazine retainers

Handguard

Of glass fibre reinforced plastic. Optionally available in aluminium.
In the G36 and G36K variants the handguard is also the mount
for the AG36.

Charging handle

Can be used on either side. Can also be used
as a low noise bolt forward assist to chamber
a cartridge silently.

Always ready to fire thanks to closed-bolt operation. Ensures constantly
reliable ejection of cartridges from the chamber.

Grip assembly

Cartridge
case deflector

Can optionally be exchanged for grip
assemblies with different trigger groups.

Park position
for
locking pin

Folds to the right. The open-framed design allows shooting with the stock
folded. Shortened stocks, telescoping stocks and buttstocks with cheek
rests are available as options.

